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Never carefully enough, never slowly 
enough are old women lifted and lowered 
into their rolling chairs. Scraped, scratched,  
pierced by roughness, old women split 
as easily as sun-scalded plums— 
 

torn by uniform buttons, the loose buckle 
of a flopping restraint, fingernails, 
watchbands, a wedding ring’s silver setting, 
and a washcloth’s coarse nudgings. 

 
Nurses’ aides are friction. A ward 
is an obdurate, serrated edge. Injured,  
the skin parts: four rips on one arm 
and scabs torn again. With a cotton-swab, 
the aide prods a skin flap back into place, 
gently flattening the rolled edge, but still 
the wound opens, the seam seeps. 
 
On a county ward, old women wait,  
holding in slack laps their mummied arms 

dressed with ointment and peroxide, 
paper-taped and gauzed, lined  

with purpled seams and mottlings. 
 

You learn to take the splitting skin 
and seeping scabs for granted, understanding 
that the body refuses, at last, to keep its wall. 
The blood slows, the skin thins, a scratch 
in an old woman’s arm widens 

into a door. Carefully, she steps through. 
 

 
 



Exercise: 

Using a very knowing 3rd person narrator, take a world that you are very familiar with.  It 
could be a neighborhood, an office, or a school. Who are the people in this world? What are the 
elements that unite them? Train your focus on one detail that makes this group. Show what is 
happening with very specific and fresh images. Take your time with this exercise and work on 
pushing the language. Challenge yourself to come up with writing that is going to be memorable. 
Make the reader see your world in a new way.  

And then, try to find that transcendent line at the end to elevate your piece to a higher level 
of importance. Find that thing that brings your prose/poem out of just “what is happening” to 
make us see the situation in an enlightened or spiritual way. How can you tie the day-to-day to a 
pivotal part of the human experience? 
  


